
Jubilee by Patricia Reilly Giff
 

Judith lives with her beloved aunt Cora and her faithful Dog on a beautiful island.
Years ago, when her mother left, Judith stopped talking. Now she communicates
entirely through gestures and taps, and by drawing cartoons, speaking only when
she’s alone—or with Dog. This year, Judith faces a big change—leaving her small,
special classroom for a regular fifth-grade class. She likes her new teacher, and
finds a maybe-friend in a boy named Mason. But Jubilee’s wandering feet won’t
stop until they find her mother. 
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Goldilocks: Wanted Dead or Alive by Chris Colfer
 

Once upon a time, the kingdoms of the fairy-tale world lived in perfect harmony
under the guidance of the Happily Ever After Assembly. But not all creatures and
territories have been invited to this peaceful union. Monsters and criminals have
found refuge in the Dwarf Forests, a land without rulers or law. When a plot by the
Charming brothers is unveiled and threatens to push society's unwanted from their
homes, the fairy-tale world's harmony and Goldilocks' home are put in jeopardy . . .

Schooled by Gordon Korman
 

Capricorn (Cap for short) lived every day of his life on Garland Farm growing fruits
and vegetables. He was homeschooled by Rain, the only person he knew in the
world. Life was simple for Cap. But when Rain falls out of a tree while picking plums
and is hospital-ridden, he has to attend the local middle school and live with his
new guidance counselor and her irritable daughter. While Cap knew a lot about Zen
Buddhism, no amount of formal education could ready him for the trials and
tribulations of public middle school.

Janitors by Tyler Whitesides
 

Have you ever fallen asleep during math class? Are you easily distracted while
listening to your English teacher? Do you find yourself completely uninterested in
geography? Well, it may not be your fault. The janitors at Welcher Elementary know
a secret, and it s draining all the smarts out of the kids. Twelve-year-old Spencer
Zumbro, with the help of his classmate Daisy Gullible Gates, must fight with and
against a secret, janitorial society that wields wizard-like powers. Who can Spencer
and Daisy trust and how will they protect their school and possibly the world? 

Sealed with a Secret by Lisa Schroeder
 

When Phoebe finds a beautiful antique at a flea market, she's not sure whether it's
as valuable as it looks. But inside she discovers something truly amazing- a letter
written during World War II, from a young girl to her sister who's been evacuated
from London. The letter includes a "spell" for bringing people closer together: a list
of clues leading all through the city. Each stop along the way adds up to magic.



Frazzled: Everyday Disasters and Impending Doom by
Booki Vivat

 

Meet Abbie Wu. Abbie is in crisis—and not just because she’s starting middle school
or because she’s stuck in a family that doesn’t quite get her or because everyone
seems to have a Thing except her. Abbie Wu is always in crisis.
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Gabby  Duran and the Unsittables by Elise Allen & Daryle Conners
 

The Association Linking Intergalatics and Earthlings (hereby known as A.L.I.E.N.) has a new
member. After months of investigation, Gabby Duran, Associate 4118-25125A, has proven
herself to be a babysitter extraordinaire. Her celebrity clients fly her around the country to care
for their rambunctious little humans. Our spy, Associate 4118-23432B, otherwise known as
Edwina, believes Gabby can be trusted with the truth: aliens are living among humans on Earth.
And here at A.L.I.E.N we believe that even extraterrestrials need a babysitter now and then. No
one was up to the task until now.

Dolphin Song by Lauren St. John
 

When disaster strikes a school trip, Martine and her classmates are left fighting for
their lives in shark-infested waters, until dolphins guide them to a coral-ringed
island. Here the castaways, at odds with each other, must learn to survive. Will
Martine’s secret gift allow her to help both animals and humans when a deadly
peril threatens them? And will those powers be with her when she needs them
most?

The Dragonology Handbook by Ernest Drake
 

Attention, devoted dragonology students! How many classic riddles do you know
that could help you survive a dragon encounter? What dragon species attacks its
victims with a "frosty blast" instead of a jet of flame? Which historical questions
should you ask a dragon in order to estimate its age? Can you write your name
using only dragon runes? 

Perfect Season by Tim Green
 

Troy's dreams of the big time have backfired. Sure, he's moved to New Jersey to
start his new job as "genius" for the New York Jets, but his dad has taken his entire
salary, leaving Troy and his mom broke. Instead of going to the private school of his
dreams and playing for a football powerhouse, he's going to be part of a team with
an unbroken losing streak. But Troy isn’t giving up without a fight.


